
 

May 4
th

 - Please join us on a march and cavalcade 

Over 25,000 people say Heatherwood should stay - with all its services 

On March 26
th

 2013, the PCT Board “rubber stamped” the decision to remove 3 key 

services from Heatherwood: the Minor Injuries Unit (MIU); the Rehabilitation Ward; and 

the Ascot Birth Centre.  We, the Save Heatherwood Hospital campaign, do not accept this 

decision, and we intend to do all we can to get it reversed. 

1. We do not consider the decision to be legitimate.  The ‘business case’ presented to the 

PCT Board reveals the combined changes will actually INCREASE costs, rather than save 

money.  This is even after making some unproven assumptions, such as: 

a. 8,997 people per year will not go to A&E at Wexham, Frimley or Royal Berks, 

because the Urgent Care Centre in Brants Bridge replaces the MIU at H’wood 

b. The site and overhead costs for the Urgent Care Centre in Brants Bridge will be 

no more than on the current Heatherwood site  

2. We believe the consultation was a sham.  The PCT spent over £780,000 on the 

consultation, which received many well-reasoned objections, and yet they decided to 

ignore them all!  The evidence they considered post the consultation was completely 

one-sided.  In short, we are convinced they had made up their minds to close these 3 

services before even starting, and then simply ‘went through the motions’ of consulting.  

3. The Brants Bridge site has financial problems and an uncertain future.  If Brants Bridge 

has to close and the Heatherwood MIU has been lost, the people of Bracknell and Ascot 

will have no local facility to deal with minor injuries, and will have to go to A&E at 

Wexham, Frimley or Royal Berks – which are all further away. 

4. In-patient Rehabilitation is a must for some patients.  “Care in the community” is not 

an adequate substitute – and the assumptions made by the PCT on costs and speed of 

recovery simply do not stack up. 

5. Permanently closing the Ascot Birth Centre reduces patient choice and patient access.  

This was admitted by the PCT, but they dismissed it as “relatively minor”.  Many more 

women could choose Heatherwood to give birth if it were supported by the local NHS. 

PLEASE SUPPORT THE NEXT STAGE OF THE CAMPAIGN 

Access and transport links to all the local hospitals are a major concern, which will not be 

helped by these changes. 

We want to draw attention to this important issue by holding a march to Heatherwood, 

followed by a ‘cavalcade’ from there to Brants Bridge.  Please come along on May 4th.  

March starts at Car Park 6 (by Jaguar garage) 11.30am, cavalcade from Heatherwood, 

12.30.  
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